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Peaceful rally responds to threat
4By Manda Perkins
& Mariah Noble
editorial board

In wake of the cancellation of
feminist blogger and media critic
Anita Sarkeesian’s presentation
Tuesday night, more than 40 students, faculty and concerned citizens gathered on the Taggart Student Center Patio on Wednesday
afternoon to peacefully demonstrate the importance of first
amendment rights and gender
equality.
Sarkeesian’s presentation was
cancelled Tuesday evening after
the investigation of an anonymous
email threat received by numerous
Utah State University personnel
warning that if the event was not
cancelled, “a Montreal Massacre
style attack” would occur. Sarkeesian later tweeted that, due to Utah
law concerning the concealed carry of weapons and the university’s
inability to search patrons, she
chose to cancel her presentation.
Employees and students organized the demonstration Wednesday morning, hours before it began. Aly Johnson, a recent USU
graduate who works with adults
with special needs at the Developmental Skills Lab, said she posted
a Facebook status to see how many
students would be interested in
holding a peaceful demonstration.
A Facebook event was then created
which drew more attention.
“It frustrates me that we still
need feminism, I guess,” Johnson
said. “We do — everyone needs
feminism — but it frustrates me
that people are still threatened
with violence for just trying to say
what they believe and make a positive change in the world.”
Several individuals in attendance emphasized the demonstration was not about gun laws but
the freedom to express opinions
on USU’s campus and the impor-

Mikalya Kapp photo

DEMONSTRATORS GATHER on the Taggart Student Center Patio steps doning signs to rally for free speach and the importance of feminism on Wednesday.

tance of gender equality.
“It’s what universities are for,
this free exchange of ideas,” said
Geoff Smith, a demonstrator and
graduate student studying biology. “Without that, we’re nothing.”
Katie Weglarz, also a graduate
student in biology, said the stifling
of ideas is corrosive to the purpose
of a university’s academic mission.
“It leads to a hesitation to

bring potentially controversial
ideas which restricts our ability to
do research and scholarship and
all of that stuff because if we’re
seen as a university where those
ideas are not welcome, we’re going
to be restricted within the larger
academic community as a whole,”
she said.
Tim Vitale, executive director
of public relations and marketing
at USU, also said it is important

for students to freely express their
opinions and ideas on campus
while emphasizing safety.
“This is what we do at universities: discuss matters that are
important to people,” Vitale said.
“And this is the free speech rights
of everyone on campus, including
the academic freedom rights of
everyone on campus. This is what
we hope to see when we bring
speakers all the time, this kind of

outpouring and passion. We want
people to hear other voices; that’s
what we bring to them in the classrooms, and we want them to be
able to respond to the situations
they’re facing and have a voice,
whether in opposition to or in support of an issue.”
Tori Hamblin, a software engineer for the Emma Eccles Jones
College of Education and Human
Services, said although some may

‘I Am That Girl’ club kicks off
4By Christopher Campbell
senior writer

The recent cancellation of feminist Anita Sarkeesian’s Common
Hour address due to a terror threat
proves a woman’s group like I Am
That Girl is necessary, said Sheree
Haggan, the faculty advisor for
Utah State University’s chapter of
the organization.
I Am That Girl, which had its
chapter kick off Tuesday night
on the third floor of the Taggart
Student Center, is a non-profit,
international organization that
seeks to empower women.
Jasmine Despain, one of the executives for the chapter, said the organization seeks to help women lift
each other up rather than compete
with each other. She said in this day
and age, it is difficult for people to
say what they want without feeling
like they will hurt another person’s
feelings.
“Sometimes it’s just so nice to
go to a group where you know that
you won’t be criticized for what you
say,” Despain said. “People might
not agree with you, in fact, but at
least value you as a person and your
opinion.”
Macy Keith, a senior majoring
in interdisciplinary studies who
serves as a chapter executive, said
in modern society, women often
tear each other down. She said society also makes them feel that they
need to look and behave a certain
way.
“We really need to start creating
these spaces where women can just

Annie Hall photo
SONIA MURSHED, A PH.D. STUDENT, grabs a name tag prior
to the I Am That Girl event.

talk and whatever they want to say,
they can say it,” Keith said. “And
they will have a community that
supports them and that is there for
them, which is why I think it’s necessary to bring this here.”
Ashley Brown, a junior majoring
in international studies, said she
went to the event because she likes

the ideals of feminism.
“I was just really excited that
there was a opportunity to get with
girls who feel the same way I do
and empower each other and bring
it out to educate the community,”
Brown said.
Brown said the recent cancellation of Anita Sarkeesian’s speech

shows that even in 2014, girls have a
hard time expressing their feelings.
“And if they do, you get labeled
different, negative things,” Brown
said. “So it’s good to have a support
system where it’s strong women
who are fighting because we are
strong women, and that’s what
we’re meant to be.”
Marina Hernandez, a senior
majoring in law and constitutional
studies and sociology, said the cancellation of Wednesday’s common
hour shows “feminism” is a bad
term at USU. She said there is a misconception that it is about hating
men.
“But that’s not feminism at
all,” Hernandez said. “Feminism
is about equality, and not just
for women, but for everyone; for
all groups, for any characteristic
whether it be sexual orientation,
whether it be gender, whether it be
anything.”
Haggan said she prefers not to use
the term “feminism” when talking
about I Am That Girl. Rather, she
prefers the term “humanist.” She
said although the meetings are for
women, the work the organization
does is not gender exclusive.
“’Feminist’ by definition can be
misconstrued,” Haggan said. “And
so if we’re saying you know, ‘feminist,’ we’re fighting for equal rights
and equal treatment and equal
opportunity for women and men,
absolutely, that falls in line with
what we do, but it depends on how
you define ‘feminism.’”

jSee GIRL, Page 2

disagree with Sarkeesian’s message, reacting with violence is not
the answer.
“This isn’t how we disagree
with people,” Hamblin said. “We
don’t threaten violence to disagree
with people. I disagree pretty vehemently with Anita Sarkeesian. I
think that her analysis has all the
depth of a freshman’s English

jSee RALLY, Page 2

Nation & World

In brief
U.S. health worker
hospitialized for Ebola
Amber Vinson, a nurse in Dallas has been
hospitalized for Ebola symptoms. According
to a spokesperson for Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, the woman flew on a
commercial jet with 132 other people the day
before.
“She should not have been on that plane,”
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Director Dr. Tom Frieden said Wednesday
after the nurse was confirmed to have Ebola.
Vinson had helped care for Thomas Eric
Duncan, an Ebola patient at Texas Health
Presbyterian Hospital.

Hyrum man killed
A man was shot and killed Tuesday afternoon after a dispute in Hyrum.
Police said the shooting is a possible homicide as they are also considering the element
of self-defense.
The shooting took place at about 4:20 p.m.
on the corner of 50 North and 600 East.
As reported by the Herald Journal, scanner
traffic indicated the two middle-aged men
were arguing; 37-year-old Robert J. Van
Hermert pulled out a gun when 40-year-old
Aaron Smith pulled out his own gun and
shot Hermert in the chest. The two men were
brothers-in-law.
jContinued on Page 2
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Getting ‘Linked In’ on campus In brief
4By Levi Henrie
staff writer

Students gathered in the
Merrill-Cazier Library Wednesday
to learn more about LinkedIn
through a presentation by Utah
State University Career Services
and the Alumni Association.
LinkedIn’s website states, “Our
mission is simple: connect the
world’s professionals to make
them more productive and successful. When you join LinkedIn,
you get access to people, jobs,
news, updates and insights that
help you be great at what you do.”
The hour-long presentation,
which included photography for
the students’ online profiles, was
carried out in order to help students understand the online website and know what constitutes an
attractive and professional profile.
“I got a lot of good information
from the presenters and (from)
this hand out they gave me,” said

Rally

From Page 1

essay. But she’s still saying important and interesting things. She’s still
talking about real things. Just because
I disagree with her analysis doesn’t
mean she’s wrong. You don’t threaten
to shoot people for disagreeing with
people. And if she’s a target, then I’m
a target. That’s not cool.”
Ann Austin, the director of the
Center for Women and Gender, the
office that organized Sarkeesian’s visit, said the situation regarding the misogynistic threat deserved a response,
which demonstrators readily brought
on Wednesday.
“There’s just as many guys (demonstrating) as there are girls; there are as
many oldsters as there are youngsters,”
she said. “Our students are wonderful.
Annie Hall photo

Ben Strong, a senior majoring in
finance. “These days you can be
the best candidate out there but
if you don’t know someone you
don’t have as good of a chance. So
LinkedIn is a way to know more
people and increase your chances.”
Presenters also talked about the
need to maintain a professional online presence, and went so
far as to say it’s time to “clean
up” our Facebook, Instagram and
other social media profiles, stating that potential employers will
often type candidates’ names into
Google and browse through their
social media profiles during evaluation. LinkedIn, it was argued,
can help students in this search for
professionalism.
“We’re already on social media
anyways,” said Strong. “Move one
step further and get a professional
social media through LinkedIn.”
“We spend a lot of time on social
media and we know what that
does for our social life and our

I’ve had so many emails of support and
it’s just overwhelming.”
Austin said she plans to contact
Sarkeesian to discuss the possibility of
giving her presentation through an online platform, like a video conference,
because Sarkeesian’s message concerning sexism in video games it too important not to share.
“People misunderstand what feminism is,” said Austin. “They believe
it’s the hatred of men, but its actually
about equality, collaboration, trying to
disengage those hidden barriers of discrimination.”
Sarkeesian, the founder of video
blog “Feminist Frequency” has been
under attack since 2012, receiving similar death threats since she launched a
fundraising campaign for the creation
of the video series “Tropes vs Women
in Video Games,” which analyzes the
depiction of women in video games.
Many other women have received

Girl
From Page 1
Haggan said people who
identify as male cannot attend
the meetings because the purpose of the group is for women
to be as open as possible.
“Girls are most honest and
vulnerable when men aren’t
around,” Haggan said. “That’s
the importance of the discussion that we’re having within I Am That Girl, and so I
want girls to feel comfortable
and safe talking about these
things.”
Haggan said though men
cannot attend the meetings,

Ben Strong

“

finance major

We’re already on
social media anyways, move one
step further and
get professional
social media.

”

fun,” said Krystn Clark, assistant
director and career coach for USU
Career Services. “Imagine what
LinkedIn can do for you in building your career and helping you
get there. You won’t be able to do it
just based off of your degree.”
LinkedIn allows students to network using different criteria such
as location, career field or alma

mater. Clark emphasized in her
presentation that she has never
heard of a contact between a USU
student and USU alumni in which
the alumni is not willing to meet
with or somehow help the student.
These relationships, according to
the presenters, are key to hearing about and exploring different career opportunities, as well
as making connections that help
while applying.
“They may not be friends that
you want to vacation with, but
they’re friends that you’ll want
to keep in contact with to network – either now or in five or ten
years,” said Scott Olson, director
of outreach and engagement for
the Alumni Association.
Students interested in receiving
help with LinkedIn or meeting
with a career coach can visit USU
Career Services in University Inn
102.
— levi.henrie@aggiemail.usu.edu

Fire destroys garage
The garage of a Logan home went up
in flames Tuesday afternoon as firefighters from across the valley responded to
extinguish the blaze.
Emergency responders found the twocar garage at 273 N. 400 West ablaze
after receiving simultaneous calls from
residents in the area. According to Logan
Fire Marshal Craig Humphreys the home
sustained an estimated $100,000 in
smoke and heat damage.
Emergency personnel blocked off 400
West between 200 North and 300 North
while crews extinguished the fire, which
began at around 4:30 p.m.

Utah may drop
daylight saving time
Utah lawmakers are looking to create
legislation that would end the state’s
participation in daylight savings time.
The state released a survey showing
that the vast majority of Utahns would
prefer to get rid of it, said Rep. Lee
Perry, R-Perry, Wednesday. Perry said
Sen. Aaron Osmond, R-South Jordan,
will be joining him in this change.

Mikayla Kapp photo
STUDENTS AND FACULTY HOLD a protest on campus following a threatening email that led to the cancellation of Anita Sarkeesian’s
Common Hour presentation.

similar threats as part of a controversy in video game culture referred to
as Gamergate, which concerns the issues of sexism and misogyny in video
games and gaming culture. This weekend, game developer Brianna Wu had
to leave her home after receiving nu-

they are welcome to attend
lectures, outreach work and
service projects put on by the
group.
Keith said some of the service projects being considered include birthing kits for
women at the hospitals, volunteering with the Community
Abuse Prevention Services
Agency – an organization that
helps domestic violence victims
– and planning fundraisers for
different charities.
Haggan said women who
are interested can attend the
meetings every other Tuesday
at 6:30 in TSC room 332 B. The
next meeting is scheduled for
October 28.
— topherwriter@gmail.com

merous death threats on Twitter, some
including her home address. Sarkeesian and Wu are just two of the women
who are openly critical of Gamergate.
— manda.perkins@hotmail.com
— m.noble@aggiemail.usu.edu

Perry told the Government
Operations Interim Committee they
may introduce a bill to make Utah stay
on Mountain Standard Time all year,
matching what Arizona does.

4Compiled

from staff
and media reports

The policy of The Utah Statesman is to
correct any error made as soon as possible.
If you find something you would like clarified or find in error, please contact the
editor at 797-1742, statesman@aggiemail.
usu.edu or come in to TSC 311.

Shirts display stories of survivors

Thackary Minson photo
THE CLOTHESLINE PROJECT IS A NATIONAL effort to bring awareness to the
issue of violence against women and families. The shirts were displayed this week on the second
floor of the Taggart Student Center.
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Ghost tours haunt downtown Logan for third year
4By Alyssa Hawkins

with the different ghosts here
instead,” Saxton said.
Partnered with the alliance
this
year is the Cache Theater
In the ominous dead of night,
Company,
kicking off each tour
a trail of blue florescent lights
with
a
theatrical
adaptation of
winding through the heart of
Edgar
Allen
Poe’s
“The Fall of
Logan and distant screams of
the
House
of
Usher.”
a terrified audience mean one
“I think visitors will just feel a
thing: the ghost tours are back.
creepy sensaThe third
tion that will
annual HisGary Saxton
really heighttoric Downexecutive
director
en their expetown
Lorience as they
gan
Ghost
go through
Tours,
run
downtown
by the Logan
and
hear
Downtown
about actual
Alliance, conghosts,” said
ducts private
Jared Rounds,
guided tours
author and
of the city’s
director of the
most haunted
play.
sites for three
The
play
weekends in
itself begins
October.
in a very in“Everything
timate
setis
different
ting, allowing
this
year,”
guests to feel
said
Gary
as if they are
Saxton, execliterally a part
utive director
of the Usher
of the Logan
Downtown Alliance. “There are household. The adaptation of
new sites, the addition of an Ed- the famous poem follows the
gar Allen Poe play and all of our story of the Usher family and
ghost stories this year are about the strange events leading up to
the tragic and frightening fallfemale ghosts.”
Saxton, who previously lived out of the family name.
“In our show, guests see the
in Massachusetts, spoke of the
Halloween festivities there, consequences of what happens
such as the commemoration of when we let fear run our lives,
and how it can ultimately dethe Salem witch trials.
“I thought that would be a fun stroy us,” Rounds said.
Dim lighting and sudden
thing to do here in Logan for the
Halloween season so it was just sound effects heighten the inideas that I got from Massa- tensity of the 30-minute show
chusetts that we implemented – not to mention the piercing
staff writer

are new
“ There
sites, the ad-

dition of an
Edgar Allen
Poe play and
all of our ghost
stories this
year are about
female ghosts.

”

Ryan Costanzo photo

ACTORS NATHAN ALLEN (LEFT) AND STEVEN DECKER PERFORM a scene from a theatrical adaption of Edgar Allen
Poe’s “The Fall of the House of Usher.” A new addition this year, the play opens each night of the Downtown Logan Ghost Tours.

shrieks and frantic wailings of
the actors.
“I would like to leave people
with an eerie feeling that something may be lurking around
the corner that they don’t suspect,” Rounds said. “I think it’s
a great way to start the tours

with something that gives off
a really creepy vibe that will
hopefully last for the rest of
their experience.”
The remaining portion of the
100-minute tour consists of a
mile walk along the Old Canal
Trail. There, visitors listen to

ghost stories told by 18 members of the Bridgerland Storytelling Guild. The stories stem
from sites such as the old Logan
mill, S.E. Needham Jewelers
and the J.R. Edwards building.
Along the trail hangs an assortment of cobwebs mixed

with the remains of skeletons
and old corpses leading to the
arrival of the Headless Horseman. While the event is considered family friendly, organizers
discourage the attendance of

jSee GHOST, Page 4

Corn maze construction requires hard work Three browser

extensions save
students money

Ryan Costanzo photo
THE PATH SPLITS AT THE ENTRANCE of the Little Bear Bottoms Corn Maze in Wellsville. The land grew sod and cow feed,
but was turned into a corn maze and other attractions after the farmer sold his herd ten years ago.

Little Bear Bottoms reaches 10th anniversary of disorienting visitors
4By Katie Lambert
asst. features editor

Thank the cows for the Little Bear Bottoms Corn Maze. What began as a rotation
crop sod and a way to feed the cows of Rosehill dairy turned into 10 years of family tradition.
“We were a sod farm,” said Sharma Clark,
who owns the Wellsville maze with her husband, Jed. “We grew corn as a rotation crop
to kill all the bad grass. So we would grow
the corn, and then sell it to a farmer. Well,
he had sold the herd in August. So we had
all this corn and nothing to do. That was 10
years ago.”
Creating the maze and other attractions
requires two months of daily work, Clark
said.
“It’s pretty intense, actually,” she said.

“Even though you do it every year, it’s just hours, Jed said.
planting the corn, and making the maze,
“Every year it is different,” he said. “We’ve
and stacking the bales and
done pictures and other
making the trail, setting evstuff. The pictures are
erything up again. It takes
harder to make it hard
Jed Clark
about two months to get evto keep people lost. Our
corn maze owner
erything ready to open, like
goal is to keep people in
working every day.”
there for several hours.”
Maze owner Jed Clark
While nothing
said making the maze trails
nefarious can be found
all depends on how the corn
in the maze, the haunted
is planted.
river trail attraction con“We grid it out on a map,”
tinues to grow each year.
he said. “The corn, when
“What has gotyou plant it, is in rows. So
ten bigger every year is
we know how far apart each
the trail,” Clark said. “We
row is, so you know how wide each row is. don’t haunt the corn maze. A lot of people,
When it’s just short, you start figuring out that’s what they do, they haunt corn mazes.
where the trail goes.”
That just turns
Every year the maze has a new design
with the goal of keeping participants lost for jSee MAZE, Page 4

“

Our goal is to
keep people
in there for
several hours.

”

If you’re anything like you know they’ll love.
me, that means you’re a Camel: Once you’ve made
college student who is your wish list you can load
poor, broke and out of it into the Camel extension.
money. Out of necessi- Have you ever bought
ty I have learned how to an item and found out
the price
stretch
a
dropped
dollar, and
signifiif you use
Riley
cantly the
these three
Thompson
next week?
extensions
C a m e l
you’ll
be
solves this
able to as
What’s
problem.
well.
First
app
This applioff, if you’re
with
cation folnot familiar
that?
lows all the
with what
items
on
an
extenyour
wish
sion is, it’s
7.5/10
list and tells
a program
stars
you when
with extra
the price is
features
lowest. It
added into
uses data
your browsto track the
er — basically a web browser app. pattern in prices and will
Thousands are available alert you when the price
online, and most are free. has dropped to a certain
If you use these three to- point. I myself set it to alert
gether, you’ll be able to me when items are 75% of
save lots of money and get the regular price, but you
the most bargain for your can customize it to whatever you want. Additionbuck.
ally, it graphs out the price
Amazon Wish List: Have history so you can know if
you ever seen something you’re getting a good deal,
cool on the internet and or getting ripped off.
planned on buying it later?
Now you can keep track Honey: Now that you
of all of these products know what you want to
with the wish list exten- buy, and that it’s at an allsion. Once it’s installed, time low price, we will
you simply click the but- use one more price saving
ton to add it to your wish technique. Honey is an exlist. The extension allows tension that searches the
you to specify color, size, internet for coupon codes
quantity and other details and applies them to your
for the items you select. purchases. This extension
These wish lists are like gift is easy to use and can save
registries for life; they’re you up to 75% off your
easy to share, organize purchase. I myself have
and update. Follow your had free shipping on
friends and family’s wish
lists to get them gifts they jSee REVIEW, Page 4
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Maze

because none of the spook surprises are
given away.
This is a tactic that haunted trail employee
Sam Parsons knows well. Parsons,
From Page 3
who is in his second year of working the
trail, said participants should be preout to be stalkers though. The haunted
pared for anything.
trail, this whole area, we do go into the
“Always be prepared because somecorn a whole bunch. This is
times
people
where we have scenes along
will sneak up on
the trial just bunched up to
Sam Parsons
you when you
scare people. The maze is just
trail haunter
least expect it,”
to get lost and have fun but
he said.
this is what gets bigger every
H o w e v e r,
year, the haunted trail.”
those that work
Automated scare attracthe
haunted
tions have also been added to
trail can do their
the haunted trail.
job too well,
“I’ve been helping them do
Sharma said.
a few automated scares using
“We just
sensors and automated sengive them their
sors,” said Michael Brower, a
specific
jobs
former mechanical engineer
in the haunted
and neighbor to the Clarks.
trail then have
Brower said there was a
them
pracpossibility for more automattice,” she said.
ed attractions to be added as
“All during the
the month progresses.
season there’s
“It’s a lot of work,” he said. “Through- about four of us that walk through and
out the month we will find some things, check on them [the haunted trail emadd a few more things. It’s fun to come ployees]. We walk through and give them
up with ideas and ways to scare people.” pointers but mostly we walk through to
Jed said the inspiration for a haunted check on them because people get afraid
trail came when he was irrigating the that go in there but [the] ones at most
farm at night.
risk are the scarers. People react so we tell
“It’s already a scary place,” he said. them to, ‘keep your distance. Make sure
“You go down next to a river and some- you’ve got some personal space there.’”
thing jumps out. You just can’t get that
What keeps the Clarks recreating the
in a building. It’s sort of red neck, it’s maze and other attractions every year is
farmer. The stuff that scares us at night the opportunity to provide autumn fun,
while we are irrigating, we turn around Sharma said.
and scare people the same way. Just good
“We like to do this so people can
old fashioned fun, scary.”
come enjoy something, enjoy autumn,”
What also sets the haunted trail apart she said. “It’s fun to have something to
is the way participants enter. Rather than do something in the fall. It’s just fun to
large groups moving along the trail at the have something to provide that people to
same time, groups are limited to only a come and do.”
few couples at a time. Jed said this makes
— katherine.l.larsen@gmail.com
the attractions even more frightening

be
“ Always
prepared

because sometimes people
will sneak up on
you when you
least expect it.

”

Ryan Costanzo photo
ACTORS FROM THE CACHE THEATRE COMPANY kick off Friday’s Downtown Logan Ghost Tours with
a performance based on a story by Edgar Allen Poe.

Ghost
From Page 3
small children who are easily frightened.
“We just don’t recommend it to people who do
not like to get scared,” Saxton said.
Along with some spooky
entertainment, the $9 entry fee also includes various refreshments beforehand as well as free parking
just west of the Emporium.
“We provide all sorts of
free coffee and hot chocolate, Johnny O’s doughnut
holes and Bluebird chocolates,” Saxton said. “Everyone gets one of these flashlights for safety and when
they’re walking around

and you see a bunch of
these flashlights, you know
that the ghost tours are
happening again.
You keep them and
they are good for
the kids to have at
Halloween.”
For Jeremy Miner, a senior in communication studies,
the best feature of
the tour was the
privatized paranormal investigations
led by members of
Cache Valley Paranormal.
“My favorite part
of the tour was not
the tour itself per se
but being with the ghost
hunters, the real ones afterwards, in a place that was
actually supposed to be

“

haunted,” Miner said. “I’ve
always liked ghosts and I
wanted to see a little bit

Jeremy Miner
senior

My favorite
part of the tour
was ... being
with the ghost
hunters, the
real ones
afterwards.

”

more because Logan has
a lot of really cool things
to offer and that is one of
them.”
The hour-long exclusive

tour gives up to 10 guests
the chance to hunt in areas
of abandoned buildings
in downtown Logan using
paranormal equipment.
The investigations are free
with the price of admission
and sign-ups are available
at the end of each regular
tour.
The Logan Ghost Tours
runs through October 17,
18, 24 and 25, with tours
starting at 7, 8, and 9 p.m.
Participants are encouraged to reserve a spot in
advance at www.logandowntown.org.
“It’s sold out the last two
years, and it will sell out
this year,” Saxton said.
— alyssa.hawkins@
aggiemail.usu.edu
Twitter: @_alyssahawkins

WEDNESDAY

10.22.14
I

9:30AM 2:30PM
TSC BALLROOM
& LOUNGES
Network with Representatives for
Internships & Career Opportunities
435.797.7777

List of Attendees at
usu.edu/career

Review
From Page 3
countless items just by using this extension.
All these extensions are free in
the extension store through Google.
Make sure to check out other extensions there. Their only downside is

they can sometimes slow down your
web browser. If this happens, you
can either turn them off by going to
the extension manager in Chrome,
or uninstall them in the same area.

— Riley is a senior in marketing.
He enjoys everything related to pop
culture and has a show on Aggie
Radio about the subject. Email him
at rileymcmurdiethompson@gmail.
com.
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USU looks to bounce back in pink-out game

Utah State Atheletics

Sports briefs
Men’s and Women’s Cross Country
teams move up in rankings
The men’s and women’s cross country teams moved up
one place in the Mountain Regional Team Rankings, the
U.S. Track & Field and Cross Country Coaches Association
announced Monday. The women’s team moved to the 10th
spot, and the men’s team moved to the 12th spot.

Cross Country names associate coach
Cross Country head coach Gregg Gensel promoted former
graduate assistant Michael Spence to the position of associate head coach this summer. Spence came to Utah State in
2009. He worked with the cross country and track teams as
an assistant coach for the 2010-2011 seasons. “I’m excited to
play an expanded role in helping this team reach it’s potential at the conference and national levels,” said Spence.

Kylee Larsen photo
UTAH STATE VOLLEYBALL competes in the annual Blue and White scrimmage at the start of the season. The Aggies are
now 11-8 overall with a 4-3 conference record. They will play in the Wayne Estes Center Thursday in the annual pink-out game.

4By Emily Duke
copy editor

Utah State volleyball took to the
road Tuesday to take on Mountain West Conference rival Boise
State. Though the Aggies came out
strong, taking the first set 25-22, the
Broncos claimed the victory, taking
the next three sets and the match
on their home court. The loss drops
USU’s record to 11-8 overall and 4-3
in conference play.
Senior middle blocker Kaitlyn
VanHoff recorded a career-high 18
kills in the match in addition to six
digs and five block assists. Senior
setter Paige Neves led the team
with 39 assists. Neves was also the
most efficient hitter of the night

will seven kills out of 11 attempts
and a personal hitting percentage
of .636. She tallied 13 digs for the
Aggies, her seventh double-double
of the season.
Junior opposite side hitter Ellie
Brainard came in second in kills for
the Utah State with 12 kills on 31
attempts. Brainard is coming back
off of an ankle injury and continuing to prove her value on the team.
Utah State came out slow in the
first set having to come back from
down five to take their first lead at
8-7. The Aggies and the Broncos
battled back and forth, trading
scores to 11-11 before Utah State really took control of the set, keeping
at least a one point lead until the set
point scored on a kill by sophomore

outside hitter Kaylie Kamalu for a
final score of 25-23.
The Aggies looked to be on track
to take the match by storm recording a .325 hitting percentage in the
first set and only three errors but in
the second set the Aggies’ hitting
percentage dropped from .325 to
.027. The Aggies dropped the second set 25-17.
Utah State had a comeback
attempt in the third set, leading
16-12 at one point but Boise came
back and tied the set at 18-18. BSU
continued their lead before the Aggies came back to close the gap to
21-20 but couldn’t keep it up and
dropped the last four points, giving
the set to the Broncos 25-20.
Utah State finished the match at

a .178 hitting percentage just one
game after a season-high hitting
percentage of .340.
The Aggies will return to Kirby
Court at the Wayne Estes Center
Thursday to play in the annual Dig
For A Cure match in support of
breast cancer research. They will
host conference rival Fresno State
who is currently sitting at a 6-14
overall record and 1-5 in conference
play.
The first 200 fans in attendance
will receive a breast cancer T-shirt,
and those wearing pink will be admitted for free. The match will begin at 7 p.m.
— emilymarieduke@gmail.com
Twitter: @missemilymduke

Heisman should be about more than on-field prowess
Brad Ferguson
Show
me
the
Scotsman

Remember when the
Heisman Trophy used to
mean something?
That beautiful trophy
once stood for an individual much more than a
football player— it was a
symbol of excellence.
According to a statement by the Heisman Trust
on Heisman.com, the

bronze-cast
award “recognizes the
outstanding
college football player
whose performance
best exhibits
the pursuit
of
excellence with
integrity.”
Cam Newton and RG
III seemed
to be the
obvious
c a n d i d a te s
when they
received
the special
award, but
how about
the last two years of winners? I’m talking about
Johnny “Football” Manziel

Volleyball players log milestones
at San Jose victory
The volleyball team’s win over San Jose State marked career milestones for Rachel Orr and Kaitlyn VanHoff. Orr
made 14 kills, surpassing 1,000 in her career. VanHoff made
11 kills as well as three block assists, giving her exactly 500
blocks in her career. The Aggies won the game in four sets.
They hold a 7-8 overall record and sit at 3-2 in the Mountain
West Conference.

Former USU basketball player
signs contract in Latvia
Former Utah State basketball player Preston Medlin announced Wednesday that he has signed a contract to play for
BK Saldus in the Latvian Basketball League. Medlin averaged
12.4 points per game last year, finishing third on the team.
The league consists of ten teams. BK Saldus finished second
two years ago, but started the season with a 77-54 loss to
Liepaja/Triobet.

Vigil brothers receive national awards
Senior linebacker Zach Vigil was named College Football
Performance Awards National Defensive Player of the Week
and National Linebacker of the Week. Vigil was also named
the Mountain West Defensive Player of the Week and the
College Sports Madness Mountain West Defensive Player of
the Week. Vigil tallied 22 tackles in the homecoming game
against Air Force, his third double-digit game of the season
and 14th of his career.
Vigil’s younger brother, and fellow Utah State linebacker,
Nick was named to the Paul Hornung Award Honor Roll
for the second week in a row for his two-way performance
against Air Force.

Hunter Sharp honored by College
Football Performance Awards

MCT photo

and Jameis Winston.
For as much as I know,
I’ve never seen integrity
steal crab legs from a su-

per market. From what
I’ve seen in life, excellence

jSee HEISMAN, Page 7

Junior wide receiver Hunter Sharp was named an honorable mention national wide receiver following his fourth
straight 100 plus-yard receiving game by the College Football Performance Awards. Sharp, recorded 165 yards on 12
receptions and took in two touchdowns during the Aggies
homecoming game against Air Force. Sharp also returned
two kickoffs for 63 yards against the Falcons.
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Forum Soapbox: USU campus
letters gun laws make no sense
Aggies should be outraged
To the editor:
In light of the recent events surrounding Anita Sarkeesian, you as a member of the Aggie community should
be angry. It should frustrate you to no end that someone
had the audacity to threaten not only our guest, Anita, but
many of our fellow students who identify as feminists.
I hope you’re angry that an intelligent and empowering
woman did not feel safe on our campus. I hope you’re
angry that a single individual ruined one of USU’s most
important lectures of the year. I hope you feel the sting
of the national media and those on social media who will
pre-emptively judge the character of our university. Why
do I want you to feel this? Because we often isolate ourselves from the serious concerns in the world, and hopefully it will serve as a wake-up call for our community.
I have yet to see any
evidence that says this
individual is a student at
Kenny
USU (despite his claim
Fryar-Ludwig
to be such). It’s entirely
possible law enforcement won’t be able
to trace this email to a
single person. Whether
or not this is an empty
threat, we need to take
it seriously and act accordingly as a student
body. We need to be
aware that this is all too
common in the world;
we need to accept that
Logan is not immune to
problems that are common in our modern society.
Nearly everyone you
pass today is going to be
dealing with struggles that they feel they can’t share, be it
issues of domestic violence, depression, expressing sexual orientation, religious doubts, financial troubles, family
concerns, health issues or other difficulties. Everyone is
trying to handle their lives in the only way they know how.
Rather than sanitizing our interactions, we need to be mutually supportive, empathetic and hold people in unconditional positive regard.
You should know that other people are going through
something similar and hold the kind of trust that allows
you, and others to be vulnerable among each other. We
need to be willing to act with concern and empathy and
accept that the best thing we can do today is care enough
to listen. Even if lifestyles, opinions or appearances don’t
match, we should still make a strong effort to be inclusive.
A response like this is indicative of a topic that should
be addressed very seriously. Rather than shying away from
future engagements with controversial topics, we should
look to promote the important values that we hold in
common. Anita has inadvertently raised concerns in other
areas of our community, and I hope you take heed.
When it comes down to it, I support equal treatment
for all, regardless of stereotypes or physiology. I support
efforts to raise awareness of these issues that are ubiquitous in our local and global cultures. Domestic violence,
rape and sexism as a whole are real issues that should be
addressed, and Anita has proven that to me in a way more
powerful than any lecture. I refuse to passively allow others to be threatened, mistreated or otherwise disenfranchised. This makes me a feminist, and I hope it makes you
one too.

“ Weacceptneedthatto

Logan is not
immune to
problems that
are common
in our modern
society.

”

— Kenny Fryar-Ludwig

Free speech
shouldn’t be silenced
To the editor:
“To suppress free speech is a double wrong. It violates
the rights of the hearer as well as those of the speaker.” —
Frederick Douglass
As members of a university community, we have a special responsibility to stand up against violence and intimidation of those who express controversial viewpoints.
Yesterday, the threat of violence led to the cancellation
of a campus talk by Anita Sarkeesian on the depiction of
women in video games. The threat of violence was great
enough and specific enough that the invited speaker was
forced in the interest of her own safety and the safety of
her audience members to cancel her talk.
As feminists and gender scholars at USU, we write to

— No, seriously.
But how does anyone find any sense
Well, I know
The
rules
and
stipulations
in
the banning of plastic blasters for reI feel safer.
Logan Jones
for carrying a yellow plastic sembling real firearms when real fireSeveral imfoam-shooters on campus are as arms themselves are accepted without
portant issues
extensive as they are detailed. hesitation? If I get my concealed carry
have risen to
Students in charge of the popu- permit, do I get to walk around with a
the
surface
in light of the
lar Humans vs Zombies simula- plastic battery-powered Nerf blaster
Sports tion are in constant contact with strapped to my hip?
recent threats
made toward
On a more
editor student housing,
feminist meschool administraserious note, if there
dia critic Anition and the local
are those around
ta Sarkeesian,
police department
campus who feel
sports editor
including femto make sure they
fake guns, which ofinism, internet
are within their reten fail to resemble
anonymity
strictions, which inactual guns in any
clude avoiding the
and portrayway, present some
als of women
Quad, the Legacy
sort of danger to the
in media. But
Fields, anywhere on
student body, why is
perhaps the most heated debate birthed campus outdoors or any
it that actual firearms
out of the frightening situation is the uni- place indoors with exits
are untouchable, esversity’s — and by extension, the state’s and entrances difficult to
pecially under threat
—somewhat controversial laws concern- patrol.
of attack?
ing gun control.
To hold a Nerf blaster
The
conSarkeesian, who had to cancel her fight on campus, it takes a
cealed carry rules
scheduled talk Wednesday due to Fieldhouse reservation and
on campus probthreats of the “deadliest school shoot- someone literally locking
ably aren’t going
ing in American history,” aborted her the only entrance shut after
anywhere. But it’s
planned visit due to the university’s in- all participants have filtered
tough to blame a
ability to screen for firearms at the event. in under the direction of
speaker like SarkeeIn her own words, she explained that the police department.
sian, who’s had to
she cancelled not because of terrorist
Meanwhile, the dude in
deal with threats on
threats, but because she “didn’t feel the my billiards class last spring
her life on more than
security measures were adequate.”
walked around with his
one occasion, for
This is not a woman unfamiliar with in- Baretta jammed down the
wanting to avoid sittimidating threats. However, Utah’s laws back of his pants and noting in a room for an
ensuring the right to carry weapons on body said a word.
hour with potentially
a state university’s campus gave her reaNow is a good time to point out that armed students who can come and go
son to believe the situation wasn’t safe. I am not against guns, and the emails as they please.
And she was right.
defending firearms I’ll almost certainly
No matter what side of the gun con- receive after publishing this will proba—Logan Jones is a sophomore matrol debate you happen to fall on, I bly include statistics showing the ineffecjoring in journalism. He writes sports
would hope the fact that Nerf blasters tiveness of gun-free zones and lengthy
for the newspaper and talks sports on
are currently banned from Humans vs remarks on the importance of Utah’s
Aggie Radio. He is currently seeking
Zombies matches but actual handguns uniform firearms policy and the castle
a concealed carry permit for his Nerf
are allowed into events threatened with doctrine.
six-shooter. Contact him at logantterrorism bothers you a little bit.
— I get it
jones@aggiemail.usu.edu.

Logan Jones

does any“ How
one find any

sense in the
banning of plastic blasters for
resembling real
firearms when
real fire arms
themselves are
accepted iwthout
hesitation?

”

USUSA View: needed service most
important part of Business Week
Rather than walk through a
guess I had just
full list of the activities, I want
assumed
that
Scott Laneri
to talk to you about one part
there was a nevof Business Week 2014 that I
er-ending line
think is especially important
of Eagle Scouts,
this year: the service project.
sweet old ladies
Two weeks ago, the business
and Key Club
council and I visited the Huntsmembers always
man Cancer Institute in Salt
on the ready to
Lake City. At the beginning of
keep a steady
our visit, a guide gave us a tour
supply of donabusiness tions pouring
of the donation center. We saw
senator
knit hats, magazines, blankets,
into institutions
toys, socks, bags and dozens of
like the HCI. I
other items. I was impressed by
figured that the
the graciousness of the groups
institutions probwho spent hours collecting,
ably allowed the
knitting, gluing, cutting and performing donations because they helped their
many other forms of crafting all in an ef- patients a bit here and there, and plus,
fort to help cancer patients.
it was good to let donors feel like they
“Well, that’s real nice,” I thought to were making a difference.
myself. We had already made a plan to
What I didn’t realize was that there
donate six months worth of fleece blan- is not a steady supply of donations and
kets, decoupage notebooks and letters that both the patients and the instituof encouragement. I knew we were do- tions are deeply grateful for any contriing a good thing, but the real worth of bution they receive. I was surprised by
the project hadn’t sunk in yet.
our guide who, when talking about the
As we spent more time in the do- donations, kept using phrases like, “we
nation center, however, I began to need these,” “we are low on those,”
realize how important the donations “we nearly ran out of this,” and “I wish
were to the patients and to the HCI. I we could get just some more of those.”

I learned that patients will keep the blankets we donate for the rest of their lives
as a symbol of their fight with cancer. I
learned that the notebooks we decorate
will be special because patients will record the emotional and difficult stories
of their fights with cancer. And I learned
that the form letters we will write will
give people hope in some of their darkest times. After learning these things, it
was finally starting to click.
I don’t know why it took so long to
get through my thick skull, but the visit
helped me to realize these service projects truly do make a difference. I invite
all of you to come and participate in the
service project next week. I promise you
that this project will make a difference
in someone’s life and that you will feel
good knowing you helped someone in
need. We will have areas set up in the
business building lobby, the TSC West
Entrance (across from the computer lab)
and the LDS Institute Tuesday through
Friday next week from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. I
hope to see you there.

— Scott Laneri is the business senator.
He can be reached through email at
scott.laneri@aggiemail.usu.edu or during
his office hours in TSC 327.

number (none of which is published). Letters will not be printed without this verification.
• Letters can be hand delivered
or mailed to The Statesman in
the TSC, Room 311, or can be
emailed to:
statesmaneditor@
aggiemail.usu.edu.

Opinions on this page (columns,
letters) unless otherwise identified
are not from Utah Statesman staff,
but from a wide variety of members of the campus community
who have strong opinions, just like
you. This is an open forum. Want
to write something? Contact:
statesmaneditor@
aggiemail.usu.edu.

The staff

• All letters may be shortened,
edited or rejected for reasons
of good taste, redundancy or
volume of similar letters.
• No anonymous letters will be
published. Writers must sign
all letters and include a phone
number or e-mail address as
well as a student identification
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Horoscope love forecast:
October 16
4By Jennifer Shepherd
The Lipstick Mystic (MCT)

Aries: March 21 - April 19
Three major planets opposite your sign are
turning you into a major crankypants. Nothing
is going your way, and you’re running out of
patience. Ask your honey for a relaxing massage and set the intention to chill out.
Taurus: April 20 - May 20
Be open to changing directions. The moon is
encouraging you to shift gears. For example,
if you’re dating two people and you’ve been
thinking that one of them is “Mr. Right,” maybe you’ve got it wrong and it’s really the other
guy who is your soulmate.
Gemini: May 21 - June 21
You could receive praise and adoration when
you least expect it. A powerful moon is beaming good vibes at you. At last, that gorgeous
professor from your English lit class will compliment your writing skills. Or that pretty
neighbor will tell you that you’re cute.
Cancer: June 22 - July 22
Sometimes you need to lead with your brain
and not with your heart. You might feel affectionate towards someone, but this person
could be otherwise engaged. The sun says
wait and let him or her sort things out with a
former flame.
Leo: July 23 - Aug. 22
As a free spirited Fire sign, you hate rules,
schedules and restrictions. But this week Saturn is forcing you to work within a framework.
Maybe you can only visit with your lover every alternate Thursday because of conflicting
work schedules. Deal with it.
Virgo: Aug. 23 - Sept. 22
Don’t make any sudden moves, even if you’re
desperate to make a change. Mercury is creating some restlessness, and you probably feel
like you need to confront somebody or give
your sweetheart an ultimatum. That’s a very
bad idea.

Libra: Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

A love relationship might suddenly spring to
life, even if you’ve been single since the Ice
Age. Or a romance that was going sour could
seem fresh and new again. You can thank Venus and Mercury for bringing you healing.
Scorpio: Oct. 24 - Nov. 2
The sun is warning you to play fair. Don’t
cheat on your partner and lie about it. Don’t
chase after a married man and expect his
wife to be pleased. And avoid spreading toxic
gossip even if you fantasize about sabotaging
somebody else’s relationship.
Sagittarius: Nov. 22 - Dec. 21
You’ll want to party all the time as the moon
increases your need for fun. Put yourself in
settings where smart, cultured, and sexy people gather. Avoid biker bars, hoedowns, and
golf courses. Hit an art gallery opening, a concert, or a book signing instead.
Capricorn: Dec. 22 - Jan.19
You could be wondering what is really going
on in your love life. Is your honey loyal, or is
she still hung up on her ex? Are you going to
remain happy with your husband, or will you
tire of him? A moon opposition says don’t
panic.
Aquarius: Jan. 20 - Feb. 18
You’ll be on fire as a group of planets bring
you extra energy. You could entertain friends
with outrageous stories at a dinner party or
amuse all of your coworkers with your comedic routines. Mercury is helping you communicate in clever ways.
Pisces: Feb. 19 - March 20
Don’t stir up trouble just because you’re
bored. It’s not a good idea to call up a former
flame and schedule a hook up. And it isn’t
smart to get back together with that dysfunctional ex just because you hope that he or she
has changed. The moon urges you to get real.
— Jennifer Shepherd, the Lipstick Mystic®, is
an astrologer and syndicated columnist with
over 2 million readers. For mystical fun and
psychic insights visit www.lipstickmystic.com.

Letters
From Page 6
affirm the importance of free
speech and open non-violent debate on campus. The
talk by Ms. Sarkeesian was
not intended to indoctrinate
but rather to raise provocative and controversial issues
about gender and sexuality
in popular culture. Audience
members were not expected
to agree with or even enjoy
the talk. Rather, the talk was
intended to provoke healthy
and lively debate among
university citizens. After all,
learning from perspectives
other than our own — even
and especially perspectives
that challenge our own — is

part of the business of a university.
The cancellation of this
talk due to the threat of violence harms us all because
it undermines the right to
free speech which serves as
a central pillar to freedom in
a democratic society. Historically, public universities have
served as a critical space
where individuals are free to
discuss and debate controversial topics of the day.
From the student groups
that launched the Civil Rights
Movement to the student-led
organizations who fought for
better labor practices in university apparel, the university
has been a critical site of political engagement precisely
because it fostered the free
exchange of ideas.

If we fail to collectively
protect that space, we are
all harmed. And, more fundamentally, our democracy
is weakened. We call upon
the university community
and the community at large
to engage in constructive —
if sometimes uncomfortable
— conversation about controversial topics. If we as citizens allow this to stand, the
next speech to be silenced
might be our own.

— Ann Austin, Alanna Beason, Kyle Bulthuis,
Ronda Callister, Candi
Carter Olson, Susan Cogan,
Alison Cook, Christy Glass,
Li Guo, Erin Hofmann, Sojung Lim, Jessica Lucero,
Claudia Radel, Helga Van
Miegroet, Colleen O’Neill

ANNOUNCEMENTS

USU GAME-STAY AVAILABILITY! OLD
ROCK CHURCH BED & BREAKFAST.
Book online at oldrockchurch.com or call
(435) 752-3432.

FURNITURE
Marriage Special
Brand New Luxury Queen Mattress Set,
retail $1100; sacrifice for $485
Start off a new life together in a bed that
only knows the beat of your two hearts.
435-258-8776
Email darronjfletcher@hotmail.com

Heisman
From Page 5
doesn’t get plastered out of its mind in Vegas. I’ve never known “outstanding” to be
classified as shouting profanities from the
table tops in a student center.
These college football players have been
chosen by a committee to represent this
sport, as a poster child to all the kids across
the country, as one who they should strive
to be. Really? Would I ever turn to my kid
while watching the game and say, “Son,
you need to be more like Jameis Winston.
He’s a class act!”
The worst thing we could say in this society is, “Hey, this kid is a real stand-up kinda
guy, let’s give him an award.”
Now I know we’ve had blunders in the
past, Heisman winners who didn’t turn out
to be the people we thought they were.
Players like O.J. Simpson and Reggie Bush
sure looked the part but turned out a little
wonky in the end, whereas with Bo Jack-

son or Barry Sanders, we may have gotten
it right.
Did you ever have that one kid on the
team, for whatever sport you played, who
was always the one person in the world
you would’ve loved to punch in the face?
He was such a tool, the biggest tool in the
tool shed, but he was so dang good. Coach
loved him for some reason, everyone at
school wanted to be friends with him, but
you knew. You knew, didn’t you?
I know that you knew, because you and
I were the middle-of-the-pack, excited to
play varsity type of people. We could spot
a Johnny Manziel or Jameis Winston from
the other end zone, and that would be because we could smell their “swag”.
My advice to this Heisman Trust committee? Let’s pick a player who doesn’t make
college football look bad. Is it too much to
ask for a poster child who isn’t a colossal
let down?
— Brad Ferguson is a junior studying to be
a commercial piolot contact him at brad.
ferguson76@gmail.com or on Twitter @
bradferg47.

Plan ahead for the
Halloween HOWL!
Visit Cache Valley’s Only Adult Costume Shop!

A Fantasyland Design

www.fantasylanddesign.com

2530 North 300 East, North. Logan

theBackBurner

Friday
Partly cloudy

Thursday, Oct. 16
•
•
•

Nora Eccles Harrison Museum exhibit
‘Black Mountain College’ and ‘Relational
Forms’, display Enchanted Modernities
We are Such Stuff as Dreams are Made
On | Chase Fine Arts Center at USU | See
website, 10:00 a.m.
Corn Maze on the Farm | American West
Heritage Center | $6, 1:00 p.m.

•
•

We are Such Stuff as Dreams are Made
On | Chase Fine Arts Center at USU | See
website, 10:00 a.m.
USU Dept. of Art + Design Faculty Exhibition | Chase Fine Arts Center 102 | Free,
all day
Zombie Walk | Downtown Logan | 1 or 2
items non-perishable food, 6:00 p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 18
•
•

Regional LDS Singles Conference | Logan LDS Institute | $15, 7:00 p.m.
Little Bloomsbury Chinese Culture & Language
Workshop | 181 N 200 E | free, 2:00 p.m.

Monday, Oct. 20
•

USU Dept. of Art + Design Faculty Exhibition | Chase Fine Arts Center 102 | Free,
all day

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

usustatesman.com/events

Monday
Sunny

Sunday
Sunny

Saturday
Partly cloudy

Friday, Oct. 17
•

75/47

73/43

72/41

The Sudoku Source of “The Utah Statesman”.

Thursday
Partly cloudy

72/44

prizesudoku.com

67/41
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Play Sudoku and win prizes at:

Thursday, Oct. 16, 2014

Today is Thursday, Oct. 16, 2014. Today’s issue
of The Utah Statesman is published especially
for Shanna Merrill, a junior majoring in communicative disorders from Logan, Utah.

DJ MARCUS WING
OXYGEN BAR
PHOTO BOOTH

MIKE
POSNER
USU DANCE COMPANIES
AIRBRUSH TATTOOS
CLUB HUB

SATURDAY,

10.25.14

TSC
8PM - 1AM

TICKETS

Available at TSC Card Office and
Spectrum Ticket Office

HOWL

THE

NIGHTMARE ON AGGIE BOULEVARD

STUDENTS
$10 in advance | $15 day of
Student ID required (purchase AND entry)

PUBLIC
$25 in advance | $30 day of
ID required (purchase AND entry)
Must be 18 or older to enter

